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Documentary

Swipe Right for Murder Popkorn TV UKTV
60 min Documentary
True crime documentary series covering eight stories of online dating that resulted in murder. Each episode is told
by the detectives at the centre of each case, the families and friends of the victims as well as archive and abstract
reconstruction.

American Monster Arrow Media Investigation
60 min Documentary Discovery
Using real home footage of the featured killers with their families and friends, along with interviews with neighbours and
loved ones, viewers see the seemingly ordinary lives of the murderers.

Obsession: Dark Desires, Series 1,2 & 4 October Films Investigation
5 x 60 min Documentary Discovery
This heart-pumping drama series offers intimate access to the emotional scars of those who have suffered as
victims of extreme obsession. "Obsession" provides an icy window into the mechanics of the obsessive mind and
the devastating impact of delusional fantasy.

Combat Dealers Wag TV Quest
60 min Documentary
Larger than life Bruce Crompton buys, fixes up and sells military kit. Always on the pursuit of a profit, Bruce and his
small army of experts travel the world in search of rare artefacts and objects they can restore and resell. From the
battlefields of Australia to the Philippines to Finland, Bruce digs for military treasure and in turn unearths the
fascinating and sometimes disturbing history of global conflicts.

NASA’s Unexplained Files Wag TV Discovery Science
2 x 60 min Documentary
Since the launch of the manned space program more than 50 years ago, cameras aboard NASA spacecraft have
captured thousands of images. This series dives into the mysteries of some of NASA’s most curious missions to
explore stories of engineering achievement and human endurance. Each episode offers first hand testimony from
astronauts, NASA mission footage, plus beautifully rendered CGI to bring to life these voyages that reveal
unexplained sightings that have dogged many of NASA’s most famous missions.

Homestead Rescue Discovery Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Thousands of Americans are moving off-grid every year. But miles from civilization, exposed to the elements and
surrounded by dangerous wildlife is not the place to find out you’re not prepared. The Raney family from Alaska are
homestead experts and they’re ready to save your off-grid dream.
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Wedding Town Firecracker Films Channel 4
3 x 30 min Documentary
Set in Nerdvana, Set in the wedding capital of Europe, Wedding Town, is a warm and entertaining look at those who
choose to marry in Gretna Green and the people working behind the scenes to make each ceremony special.

Mine Kings RDF National Geographic
3 x 60 min Factual
Gem dealer Guy Clutterbuck challenges his team of specialist miners to find precious stones from around the world.
Not only are they working on a shoestring budget and with limited time, but they also must mine ethically in small
artisanal mines. Can they stand up to the mega corporate mines and still make a profit?

Obsession: Dark Desires October Films Discovery ID
2 x 60 min Documentary
Drama series telling the powerful, dramatic and emotional stories of those who have suffered as victims of extreme
obsession. Brought to life through visceral drama and frank victim testimony this series reveals the workings of the
obsessive mind and the devastating impact of delusional fantasy on its victims.

Welcome to Inspiration For Our Fathers Films Los Angeles
100 min Feature Film
Set in America’s rural south this “inspirational” drama follows a diverse cast of characters as they struggle with life in
a small town. When a big city couple find themselves stuck in this sleepy town (with problems of their own), the
town is forced to “wake up” and look at life from a different perspective.

Sandy: Anatomy of a Superstorm Dragonfly BBC 2
60 min Documentary
Fast-turnaround documentary.  Using science-based analysis, this film attempts to decipher how “Sandy” happened
while examining the consequences on the infrastructure of New York City.

Invisible Worlds Authentic Entertainment Discovery
3 x 60 min Documentary
Using cutting edge laboratory techniques like scanning electron microscopes and specialty photography, scientists
capture these rarely seen inhabitants of the invisible world all around us. From space dust and microscopic skin
flakes, to invisible colonies of bacteria, the air all around us is saturated with unseen objects.

Flipping Out Authentic Entertainment Discovery
2 x 60 min Documentary
Bravo’s hit documentary series follows obsessive- compulsive house- flipper, Jeff Lewis as he struggles with a
downturn economy, some unruly clients and even a few backstabbing friends and employees. But somehow Lewis
always finds a way to flip things right side up again.
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Science of the Movies Authentic Entertainment Science Channel
2 x 30 min Factual
From motion capture film techniques and the science of perspective in chase scenes to state-of-the-art cameras and
creating 3-D worlds, Science of the Movies features rare behind-the-scenes footage to help bring viewers to the
cutting-edge of filmmaking technology

Cities of the Underworld Authentic Entertainment
60 min Documentary
Host Don Wildman journeys beneath the busy streets of some of the world’s greatest cities, finding secret tunnels,
dungeons, ancient libraries, even entire light of day for ages. With the help of leading archaeologists, experts and
CGI, Don’s peeling back the layers of the past.

Curiosity: What’s America Worth? Touch Productions Discovery
60 min Documentary
What if the US were for sale? What would it be worth? As part of the Curiosity series Donald Trump evaluates
America layer by layer. From natural resources to livestock, infrastructure to intellectual property it’s all tallied and
set against the nation’s debts to reveal America’s worth.

X-Machines Wag TV Discovery
4 x 60 min Documentary
‘X-Machines’ are the largest and most technologically advanced machines from around the world. This series
documents both the ingenuity of the project management teams, and the skills and expertise of those who operate
the machines.

Legends of the Parks Bullseye TV Travel Channel
60 min Documentary
America’s National Parks are places of great beauty and home to incredible wildlife. Some think they’ve also been
overrun by monsters, aliens and ghosts. Part of the Ultimate Travel series this show takes a light-hearted look at the
paranormal history of Yosemite, Yellowstone, and other US National Parks.

Tattoo School Touch Productions TLC
60 min Documentary
Award winning tattoo artist Lisa Fasulo’s broke from tradition and opened the first ever tattoo school. Traditionally
tattooists must apprentice with no guarantee they’ll learn all the necessary skills before working on clients. Lisa’s
school teaches all necessary skills in just two weeks. This highly controversial show follows five students through the
extremely challenging course.
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Military Top Ten Wag TV Military
Channel
4 x 60 min Documentary
This show is a comprehensive countdown of incredible weapons and equipment throughout history including
today’s modern marvels. Whether it’s a warship, fighting vehicle or rifle this explosive show ranks them all.

Factual Entertainment & Reality

King Of The Nerds Objective Production SKY1
8 x 60 min Reality Show
Set in Nevada, this fun reality show features 11 of Britain’s sharpest brains as they go head to head in a series of
physical and mental challenges. Geek is chic as the contributors battle to be crowned King of the Nerds and earn
the right to sit atop the amazing Throne of Games.

The Originals Authentic Entertainment The Cooking
2 x 30 min Entertainment Channel
Chef Emeril Lagasse pays tribute to iconic food establishments that have shaped America’s culinary landscape by
going behind-the-scenes to reveal the origins of famous dishes like Boston cream pie in New England and the
French Dip Sandwich in Los Angeles.

Toddlers & Tiaras Authentic Entertainment TLC
10 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
TLC’s controversial flagship show follows families on their road to beauty pageants across America. Little girls
perform on stage in makeup, false eyelashes, spray tans and outrageous costumes to impress the judges, but the
real drama happens behind the curtains.

Auction Kings Authentic Entertainment Discovery
3 x 30 min Factual
From Vampire Killing Kits to Pink Cadillacs, Atlanta Auction House owner Paul Brown hunts for the most unusual
items in America. Get to know the sellers, then watch the rarities hit the auction block as Paul and his intrepid crew
dazzle bidders for top dollar. One person’s trash becomes another’s treasure.

Black OPS Brothers Authentic Entertainment Discovery
4 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Identical twin brothers Mike and Geoff Howe design and build new, ingenious and often insane machines: from
high- speed military tanks to supercharged subterranean rovers. No idea is “too crazy”, but the success or failure of
each invention could make or break their small shop.
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Lock ‘N’ Load Authentic Entertainment Showtime
6 x 60 min Reality Series
Their provocative hidden camera reality series goes inside a Colorado gun shop to scope out who’s buying and why.
From teenage girls bonding with dad to avid weapon collectors, from seasoned police officers to hunting
enthusiasts, every customer has a story.
Received Emmy consideration – Picture Editing for Nonfiction Programming

Bachelorette Party: Las Vegas PB & J Television Oxygen
3 x 60 min Reality Entertainment
Lucky brides- to- be are followed on their memorable all-access, V.I.P. fantasy weekend with their “besties”. Hotel
executives (hosts) go to great lengths to provide for these bachelorette, no matter how outrageous… proving
nothing is impossible in Las Vegas. PB&J Television

The Naughty Kitchen Authentic Entertainment Oxygen
5 x 60 min Entertainment
Take one fiery young chef on a guest for Total World Culinary Domination, mix her with distinctive and sexy New
American cuisine, add a cutting edge Dallas restaurant with a loud cast of characters and you’ve got the recipe for ‘
The Naughty Kitchen with Chef Blyth Beck’.

Ace of Cakes Authentic Entertainment
30 min Entertainment
Shaping cakes with drill saws and blowtorches, and staffing his bakery with fellow rock musicians, Chef Duff
Goldman is not your typical baker. However, he’s one of the most sought- after decorative cake makers in the US.
From a tilted Dr.Seuss-like seven-tiered wedding cake to an almost perfect replica of Wrigley Field, Duff can build it.

The X Factor The Farm Group ITV
6 x 60 min Reality Entertainment
The multi BAFTA-award winning entertainment show follows wannabe pop stars from across the country as they
brave the panel of judges and the British public and stake their claim to the title.

The Xtra Factor The Farm Group ITV2
6 x 60 min Entertainment
A behind the scenes peek at the making of the multi BAFTA-award winning entertainment show X Factor.

Totally Rubbish Dot to Dot CBBC
3 x 60 min Entertainment
An art series where children and presenters upcycle, recycle and repurpose objects that might otherwise get thrown
away. It’s art with a cause.
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Gadget Geeks Bullseye TV Sky1 HD
3 x 60 min Entertainment
Gadget experts invite members of the public to visit them with their gadget problems and needs.

DVD Features

Witless Protection Forbidden Kingdom Blade 3

Commercials

Shiner Bock Shiner Bock Nitto Tires

Oakley Dick’s Sporting Goods Spark.com

Promos

Authentic Demo Reel One Tree Hill Season 4 Gilmore Girls Season 6
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